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Baby NapCap Blocks Light, Aids Sleep
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Baby NapCap Blocks Light, Aids Sleep
Baby NapCap, designed to block light and distractions when an infant
is trying to sleep, is a cap thai features a soft brim. lt's similar to a
comfortable, washable cotton basebali cap with a bill that is not firm.
The portion that fits on the head is soft and expandable. The bill or veil
is delicate polyesler that falls down over the eyes and has been made
of light material in a shape that floats over the baby's nose so as not to
interfere with breathing. lt is deisgned to calm the baby and promote
safe sleep. When NapCap is not being used to shield the baby from
light and distractions, the veil is multi-functional and can be worn up
like a typical baby cap, it can be lowered half way to become a sun
visor or it can be reversed and shield the back of the babies neck as a
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sunshade.
The concept was developed by Teri Macy, mother of two and
grandmother of four, who identified the problem and decided that
blankets, burp cloths, and other devices used to block light from an
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infant's face were too heavy, bulky, and so forth.
For more information about Baby NapCap, visit our website at wvryv.babvMB€ap-cini.
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